Each row in the confusion matrix is the distribution of the predicted location given the corresponding true subcellular location, and each column is the distribution of the true location given the corresponding predicted subcellular location. "Total" denotes the total number of proteins belonging to one of the four subcellular locations in each row or column of the confusion matrix.
* Results in this table were obtained by using the whole RH-2427 data set as the training set and evaluating the prediction performance of LOCSVMPSI on the SWISS-PROT new-unique data set. * Results in this table were obtained by using the whole PK-7579 data set as the training set and evaluating the prediction performance of LOCSVMPSI on the SWISS-PROT new-unique data set. Abbreviations used in this table are: C1: chloroplast proteins; C2: cytoplasmic proteins; C3: cytoskeleton proteins; C4: ER proteins; C5: extracellular proteins; C6: golgi apparatus proteins; C7: lysosomal proteins; C8: mitochondrial proteins; C9: nuclear proteins; C10: peroxisomal proteins; C11: plasma membrane proteins; C12: vacuolar proteins. More details about this data set can be found at http://web.kuicr.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~park/Seqdata/
